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Abhinay Donadula
FRONT END DEVELOPER

$:  abhinay116@gmail.com
!:  (302) 6902183

Professional Profile

Technical Skills

Around 4  years of extensive experience in web development

utilizing HTML, CSS, JS and some more front end technologies.
Specializing in W3C web standards based markup, utilizing
semantic markup for structure and CSS for presentation. Have
comprehensive knowledge of designing professional cross-
browser experiences. Solid organizational, project and team
management skills. Reliable, motivated, hard working, and
attentive to details. Adaptive to new applications and
technologies.Excellent communicator, both written and oral.

HTML5 & CSS3

Clean, semantic markup. Comfortable with HTML5. Cross-
browser compatibility. Media queries for responsive layouts.
Image sprites. CSS3 hardware-accellerated animations.
Comfortable translating design files into valid code.

Javascript

Keen foucs on javascript with a firm expertise in application
design architecture, performance, security and testing.
Developed client side javascript to simplify the user
interaction.Exposure to javascript minification and deployment
techniques.

jQuery, jQueryUI

Experience with jQuery in an application context in addition to
DOM manipulation. Built highlighy scalable cutting edge web

Expert

Expert

Expert
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based applications using jQuery. Expert at creating flawless hand-

coded production-quality, standards-based cross browser jQuery

AngularJS, HAML, d3.js

Design and implement single page angular web application as a
kanban tool to visualize project management and empower our
team productivity with this single page web app.

Bootstraps

As a Freelance developer, developed different sites using Twitter
bootstrap and Zurb Foundation framework. Also tried different
bootstrap frameworks like HTML Kick Start, Cardinal bootstrap,
Pure CSS bootstrap, Workless CSS/HTML framework.

Responsive web design, 
Cross Browser

Browser support provided for browsers like IE6, IE7, IE8, IE9+,
FireFox, Chrome, Safari, Opera. Used CSS3Pie with Modernizr as
a IE6-9 HTML 5 polyfill to support old IE's. Cross browser testing
using IETester, Adobe browser labs, BrowserStack, BrowserShots,
VMWare, VirtualBox virtual machines. Implemented Responsive
web design with Twitter bootstrap and Zurb Foundation
framework.

Additional Skills

Java, JSP, Modernizer, Grunt, Yeoman, Normalize.css, Selenium
RC, Selenium Web driver, Teamsite, Junit, Mockito, EasyMock,
PowerMock, Hibernate, Spring, Splunk, web trends, Adobe
Analytics, Sublime Text, Brackets, Aptana, Eclipse, STS, Git, SVN,
PCVS.

Beginner

Advanced

Beginner

Advanced
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Work Experience
Front End Developer
Vanguard, MalvernPA

Applied advanced HTML, JavaScript, and CSS to deliver cutting-
edge user interfaces and components.
Create interactive websites and website features using JavaScript
and jQuery / jQuery UI.
Developed and maintained a kanban tool which is a project
management tool, also used by multiple teams in the company.
Contributed user interface design mockups and designs. Trained
and mentored teammates.
Worked with product groups to develop and enhance usability.
Worked on multiple projects
Agile / Scrum environment

Front End Developer
Comcast, WestChesterPA

Daily maintenance and improvement of customer facing Vivid
Seats website
Front End Development including HTML5, CSS3, and jQuery
utilizing the Bootstrap framework
Refine and iterate user experience by designing and
implementing new modules and interfaces
UI/UX development to create a seamless customer experience for
a high traffic e-commerce website
Cross browser testing in Internet Explorer 6+, Safari, Chrome,
Firefox on Mac OS Windows & Selenium

Front End Developer
Caterpillar, PeoriaIL

Completely redesinged Comcast Customer representative web
application.

Oct'12  Present

Aug'11  Sep'12

Nov'10  Jul'11
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Education

Create dynamic HTML pages with Javascript and CSS for their
Intranet software product
Handled production support

Front End Developer
Aditya Sol, HydIndia

Providing XHTML and CSS Prototypes for the application’s new
release.
Worked with XML and XSLT prototyping.
Create XHTML pages which are W3C web standards compliant.
Added DHTML and JavaScript effects which provide usability to
pages namely popup windows, docking side navigation, styling
form elements and creating tabbed menus.

IIT, ChicagoIL
Masters in Computer Science

Nov'08  Dec'09


